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EXTREME NE T W O R K S
CONTENT MANAGEMENT AND
CU S T O M I Z ATION OV E R V I E W

Part of Imagesmith’s charge in this phase of the project is to lay the foundation for

MyExtreme functionalities in future generations of the intranet.

This document addresses two information issues: content management, which is the

process by which an intranet is populated with information; and customization, which

is the users’ ability to personalize what kinds of information appears on their screen. 

In this document, we will explore the concepts of content management and person-

alization and how they can help facilitate an intranet which is exciting, relevant and

an integral part of the end-user’s daily web experience. This information is intended

to start a dialogue about what tools or services would be most appropriate and valu-

able to the users and producers of Extreme Networks’ intranet.

INTRO

General definition of content management, customization and aggregation

Content management is an application that facilitates a process which guides how new content is published on
the intranet. Customization enables individual users to control what kinds of information they view, and is facili-
tated by a content management tool that draws on both internal company information as well as outside aggre-
gate information.

Although the three content elements – management, customization and aggregation  - have been isolated in
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this report for purpose of definition and
functional description, they are intertwined.
Content management requires an applica-
tion; content customization is a functionali-
ty that can be part of a content manage-
ment tool; and content aggregation
requires a third-party contracted service
provider to filter in content from outside the
company.

Next steps

At this point, we want to confirm proof of
concept first and foremost. Once we estab-
lish whether these kinds of functionalities
are in line with Extreme Networks’ vision of
content management  and customization
functionalities, we can proceed with more
in-depth research on specific solution rec-
ommendations to meet those needs.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Server specifications

Extreme Network’s intranet server has been a high priority issue while analyzing the advantages and disadvan-
tages for the different tools. The current system has the following specifications:

•  RedHat Linux
•  Apache webserver
•  Oracle Database
•  SUN’s Tomcat Servlet Engine
•  Apache Jserve Servlet Engine
•  Database Connectivity through JDBC

Using Java-based tools

Some of the tools discussed in the document can only be implemented in a Windows or Solaris environment;
however, we were primarily looking for tools which could be used on any platform in order to not lock Extreme
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Networks to their current platform. This provides a flexible solution if Extreme Networks to changes their plat-
form in the future. The trend in third-party content management tools is a Java-based solution, since it’s not
only a very powerful language during the development phase, it’s also platform independent which gives an
availability on almost all current platforms used in the industry.

Another advantage of using Java is on a more technical level. The Java API (Application Programming
Interface) which is being used when developing applications in Java, is a very modern API which enables
faster development cycles (automatic garbage collecting when allocating dynamic memory, classes which sim-
plifies common tasks like string handling and network communication). Java was designed to suit the needs of
today’s environment where networking is an important factor to count on. For the end-user, faster development
cycles result in better support for their software in different forms, such as timely availability of new features
and bug fixes. Java is also a sensible choice for the web since most web browsers come with a built-in Java
Virtual Machine. The Java Virtual Machine enables Java code to be executed in the specific environment. The
platform independent Java code (Java applet/servlet) is translated from machine independent byte-code to
machine dependent binary code which is then executed in the specific environment.

As an interesting side-note, many of the tools referred to in this document that are not programmed using Java
have a “road-map to Java.” This means that, in time, they will be converted to the Java programming language
and at the same time be available on all platforms supporting the Java Virtual Machine.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

Content management tools defined

Essentially, a content publishing and management tool is software that creates a process by which content is
created, managed, and communicated between various people before it goes live on a site. It is technology
that facilitates, simplifies, and enables content development, approval, and publishing to appropriate web
page(s) real estate.

How content management tools work

There are a myriad of content management tools available, most with a different methodology and interface,
but two major paradigms dominate the market, client based and browser based.

Step 1: Updating or adding a page

A client based content management tool runs independent of the server on a user’s machine.  A common
thread among these is a Windows Explorer-like interface.  Using this interface, a user navigates the site direc-
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tory structure to reach the page they wish to update or the location in which they wish to add a page.  Once
the page or location is selected, the user’s permissions are checked and if authorized to modify the page, the
user is presented a GUI through which they may modify the page.  Often, the page layout is kept in template
form and only the content and possibly navigation links are able to be modified.  

A browser based content management tool exists within the site itself in a password protected area.  A common
technique amongst browser based management tools is, once the user logs in,  to have the site appear within a
frame.  On the bordering frame lie the updating tools.  A user would then navigate the site and upon reaching the
page to be modified, select the modify or add option in the navigation frame.  Once their permissions are authen-
ticated, the user is then taken to a form based page with fields containing the modifiable areas of the page.

With both methods, depending on the user’s permissions, either the page is updated or it is sent on to the next
step in the publishing process, authentication.

Step 2: Authentication

A client based content management tool now notifies the content editor/approver either via email or with a
message the next time they log into the management client.  The editor reviews the changes or additions made
and may approve the change, make editorial changes or send them back for revision.  The user who submitted
the change for approval receives (either via email or messaging within the tool) a notice that their change was
approved and posted, or they will receive a request for more changes.

A browser based content management tool will notify the content editor/approver via email with a link to the
page that was updated.  Upon arriving at this page, the editor can look over the change and depending on the
tool, compare it to the version that is live on the site.  At this point, the editor may make changes, approve the
changes made or send them back to be revisited.

Personnel roles and tasks required

The personnel roles and tasks typically involved in any content management tool include:

Content developers or writers - not necessarily responsible for the maintenance/management of a page or sec-
tion of the intranet, but contributors to the breadth of information present. Most likely not policy or procedure
creators but instead interpreters documenting for intranet-specific distribution. May need collaborative contri-
bution functionality to communicate with colleagues - part of distributed publishing.

Content editors or approvers - Those responsible for deciding what information goes where, and approving
information for publishing. May edit, assign expiration dates/alerts, and other controls. Typically not information
creators, but managers or supervisors responsible for ensuring accurate and appropriate information publish-
ing and distribution per department, division, role. May determine if password or permission is necessary and
assign as appropriate.
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Content managers - Those responsible for the timely development, approval, publishing, and evaluation of live
content. May be department specific or responsible for multiple sections of the intranet for conflicting, outdat-
ed, or inappropriate information. May be the Content Approver, but not required to be.

Content management administrators – Responsible for the health and efficiency of the larger CM system.
Responsibilities frequently include new user accounts, password/permissions entitlement, monitoring, and
troubleshooting.

The above points are both functional roles and descriptions of the dedicated personnel needed to maintain a
timely, useful and trusted information system.

Feature requirements for an Extreme Networks content management tools

Content management tools with the following features are discussed in greater detail in this section. These
specific tools are meant to be a starting point; more information about these tools, and research on additional
choices, will be explored. Information such as deployment time and pricing will be crucial to the final decision.

1) Deployment in a RedHat Linux system
2) Oracle database connectivity
3) Web-based content updating interface
4) Version control for easier revision
5) Permission based updating
6) Scalability
7) Ease of use
8) Help with implementation, setup

Comparison of tools

The following tools were researched, but not explored further because they can only run in a Windows or
Solaris environment. This means they aren’t developed in Java evidenced by platform dependency.

•  Vignette V/5 Content Management Server (Windows NT; Windows 2000; Solaris)
•  BroadVision One-to-One Publishing (Windows NT)
•  Allaire Corporation Spectra (Windows NT; Solaris)
•  SOHOnet RunTime SiteManager Server (Windows NT)
•  Interwoven TeamSite (Windows NT; Windows 2000; Solaris)
•  IntraNet Solutions Xpedio (Windows NT; Windows 2000; Solaris)

There were two content management tools examined in greater detail: the Fatwire Update Engine and the
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VIOMA Content Manager. Both of these tools are 100% Java-based and install easily in a Linux environment.
This is a web browser interface.

Fatwire Update Engine

Deployment in RedHat Linux system is possible with this tool. Kernel version 2.2.x is required. RedHat Linux 6.0,
6.1, 6.2 and 7.0 are all based on the 2.2.x kernel. Currently, Oracle 8 and above are supported. Version control
and permission based updating are supported. It’s also scalable since Java is being used.

VIOMA Content Management

Deployment in RedHat Linux system is possible. Oracle databases are supported. Version control is NOT sup-
ported in the current version. Permission based updating is supported. This tool has a scalable design, though
the next version will be even more scalable due to a redesign which will give the VIOMA Content Manager a
better plug-n-play functionality with other third-party vendors. The VIOMA Content Manager is easy to use and
the interface resembles the current Microsoft Windows environment.

CONTENT CUSTOMIZATION

Content customization defined

Content customization is the process in which an end user dictates not only the information they see each time
they visit the site, but also the way in which this information is displayed.  Customization plays a major role in
high traffic portals on the internet and is quickly becoming a fairly standard feature of many informational sites
as well.  Customization shows specific information that’s relevant to the user base.

How content customization works

There are a variety of methods of user customization ranging from full control over content and display options
to simply filtering out unwanted articles and unnecessary graphics.  Even though so many methods exist, there
are common elements that exist throughout all models of customization.  

On first login, the user will go through a series of questions targeted at establishing their preferences for the
site.  The user will now have this personalized view every time they login to the site and will also have the
options to modify their preferences at any time as well having the option to logout so their personal view will
not be seen the next time their browser returns to the page.  
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Content management and customization

Fatwire Update Engine and the VIOMA Content Manager are both customizable to accommodate user person-
alization of both internal and external content. The key with external content is integration with the aggregation
service. Most XML and Java based applications are flexible and able to interact with each other, through cus-
tomized coding and template design. We won't know for sure, however, if a content management application
and aggregation service are compatible the way we want them to be until we hear from sales engineers, see
demos, etc. At this point, we can discuss best in class products that are likely to be compatible due to their
XML and Java makeup.

There are also middleware solutions to consider, such as Tibco. Tibco's My Corporate Yahoo product is a cus-
tomized enterprise information portal based on the widely used MyYahoo interface.

CONTENT AGGREGATION

Content aggregation defined

Content aggregation is a means by which companies partner to provide content on a given topic. Typically, one
company is interested in increasing the circulation of their articles (possibly associated with making money)
and the other is interested in providing users with information other than what is generated in-house.  

Content aggregation has come about as a result of the wide-spread understanding that timely information is
one of the key ways to drive traffic to a given site. When a site is viewed as an on-going resource for current
information or entertainment, it is important that content changes enough to provide a compelling reason for
users to come back to the site. 

How content aggregation works

The content aggregation model can be broken down into two main components, the client and the content
provider.  These two systems actually consist of multiple programs and systems, but for exploration the process
is defined in broader terms.

For a content aggregation model to function, there must first be content.  An account is set up with a content
provider which collects data from various news feeds and sorts the data into its relevant categories.  The
provider will then tailor build a filter to deliver only content that is relevant to the user’s preferences. A data
connection is established between the provider and the client.  The client then retrieves all relevant feeds and
closes the connection.  The client will take the content and further sort it for use by the pre-established end
user groups.  This information is then processed through a small piece of code, often referred to as a widget, in
order to properly display the information in HTML on the user’s page.  When the user logs into their personal-
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ized page, their login data tells the web server what widgets to display on their page, thus providing the user
with custom content tailored to their preferences.

1) Live feeds arrive from content source in a predetermined format.  Possible formats are SQL, tab or
comma delineated.

2) Feeds are filtered to find information specific to user’s predetermined criteria.  
This would take place as a java applet which, using JDBC, would parse the live feed files.

3) The parsed data is taken into a widget which would dictate how this information was displayed.

4) The end user’s page would be created from a JSP that would incorporate the information collected from
the widget and fit it into the format of the page.

This process could be repeated each time the page is accessed or at set intervals ranging from hourly to daily.

Comparison of services

For the content aggregation tools, we identified the following criteria for features:

1) Deployment in a RedHat Linux system

2) Ability to work with chosen content management tool

3) Personalization, customization

4) Scalability

Since the content aggregation tool needs to work and co-exist with the content management tool and have the
same scalability and flexibility, we looked for a Java-based tool that could run in the same environment as the
content management tool. This would eliminate the higher level of maintenance needed when having different
machine configurations.

OnePage Content Portal/Aggregator 

OnePage has the same functionality as MyYahoo in many ways. It provides a preference dialog for content
modules and allows the user to decide which information is presented. The modules receive an XML feed with
information which is filtered according to the user’s preferences and then the information is displayed within
the modules. Additionally, there are several familiar features which are common to Microsoft Windows, provid-
ing a short learning curve for most users.

Java-based, deployment in a RedHat Linux system should be possible with this option. OnePage uses XML
which integrates easily and rapidly with almost all content management tools. It utilizes an interface which
resembles the MyYahoo portal modules. These modules are edited in much the same way. And it is scalable
since both XML and Java are being used.
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Plumtree Corporate Portal

Plumtree also resembles MyYahoo in many ways. The Plumtree approach is built up by using gadgets (a gadget
is another name for a module) receiving feeds with information, usually in XML format, which is parsed based
on the filters that the user has setup and then the information is displayed within the gadget. These gadgets
can be customized in the same way the above mentioned modules are customized, by using the buttons found
in the upper-right hand corner.

The gadgets can accept XML feeds.  Plumtree features configurable gadgets, multiple MyPages, user-defined
color palette, three-column MyPage drag-n-drop gadget selection. The configurable gadgets resembles the
functionality and customization of the MyYahoo modules. In addition there are third party gadgets (modules)
available, part of them which have received a Plumtree Certification, which quality ensures its ability to work
fine with the Plumtree software. The architecture is very extensible and scalable since it was designed to inte-
grate with a wide range of information and services from other systems.

Screaming Media SiteWare

SiteWare receives feeds with information, which can be in the XML format. This information is filtered using a
filter that has been custom-built by ScreamingMedia (not by the user). The parsed information is then displayed
on the client’s website and integrated with the existing content management tool.

SiteWare can be deployed in a RedHat Linux system because filters are custom designed from the 2,900+ publi-
cations in Screaming Media’s content network. SiteWare has been designed to work with existing content
management systems. Since filters are custom designed, customization is at a maximum, and it is very scala-
ble. Content is delivered in XML or HTML. Customization ensures ease-of-use.

Conclusion

All the three different content aggregation tools have strengths in different areas. ScreamingMedia’s strength
is a high level of customization at the cost of being dependent on ScreamingMedia as well as a higher price
and longer time to implement.

The Plumtree gadget solution provides a searchable database with all gadgets available for customers.
Plumtree also pushes content into a complete gadget (module) which reduces time for implementation. A gadg-
et can be compared with the MyYahoo modules. For instance, the weather module that can be found on
MyYahoo can be customized showing exactly the weather for the area of interest, much like a Plumtree weath-
er gadget can be customized.

The OnePage solution extracts content found on other webpages which makes it very flexible and easy to use.
By working this way you’ll always have the complete reference of modules out there. The OnePage solution is
also Java-based which ensures it’s availability on a wide range of platforms, increasing scalability tremendous-
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ly since a move to another platform won’t cause a problem. It also uses XML to integrate easily with any exist-
ing content management tool.

CONCLUSION

Ultimately, Extreme Networks must integrate these content technologies in order to utilize the efficiency poten-
tial of the intranet’s medium. The products outlined here are a starting place to further explore the best in class
solutions that will provide the necessary bridges to all involved in the usage and maintenance of the intranet
and its content. 
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